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This Week…

• Reminder: Our next Options Income 
Blueprint Live Trading Session is tomorrow, 
Feb. 8, at 11 a.m. Eastern.

• Our trades and results from last week

• Selecting an income stock: Micron 
Technology (MU) trade review

•The basics of position management, i.e., 
positions NOT trades



• Closed one winner last week
• $28 net cash per one contract sold
• $4,300 total capital per one contract sold
• Net return of 0.7% in 2 days, or 119% annualized

Stock Position Cash In Cash Out Profit Return

KR Feb Week One (2/4) 43 Put $42 $14 $28 0.7%

Last Week: Closed Trades
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Last Week’s Income (All)

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.

DATE POSITION CAPITAL 
REQUIRED

CASH RETURN

2/1/22 Sold KR Feb Week One (2/4) 43 Put $4,300 $42 1.0%

2/1/22 Sold MU Feb Monthly (2/18) 75 Put $7,500 $102 1.4%

2/3/22 Rolled to C Feb Week Two (2/11) 65 Put $6,500 $56 0.9%

2/3/22 Rolled to GM Feb Week Two (2/11) 57.50 Put $5,750 $22 0.4%

2/3/22 Rolled to MRVL Feb Week Two (2/11) 76 Put $7,600 $57 0.8%

2/3/22 Rolled to PFE Feb Monthly (2/18) 58 Put $5,800 $29 0.5%



Max Capital Cash In Cash Out Net Cash Return Annualized

Goal $50,000 $250 $0 $250 0.5% 26%

Last Week $45,733 $308 $14 $294 0.6% 33%

Last Week to Goal

Disclaimer: For annual return calculations, we assume only that the return generated in the 
trading week could be replicated across 52 trading weeks during a calendar year. Some weeks 

will have higher annualized returns and some weeks will have lower annualized returns.

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



Overall Performance 
Last Week

TYPE CAPITAL NET CASH RETURN

New Trades $144 $11,800 1.2%

Rolled Trades $25,650 $164 0.6%

Sold Shares N/A N/A N/A

All results reflect one contract sold per trade.



Trading a volatile market 
means investing in 
fundamentals

Facebook flops, the indices 
sell off, a technical reaction

Other better-performing 
social media companies move 
up

Focus on the company, then 
the stock, then the cash

The best way to demonstrate this is to look at our 
recent trade in Micron Technology (MU)

A nice premium and a 28% potential annualized 
return

A conservative trade with a Feb. 18 expiration due 
to market conditions 

We can always -- and may -- roll the put to a higher 
strike price to generate more cash and increase our 
rate of return



Finding Micron Technology (MU)

The Trend: Double-digit growth in mobile devices/high-end use of solid-state 
memory

The Company: Market leader in SSD technology

The Stock: Grossly undervalued

The Chart: 20-day support at $77.50

The Option Chains: Very liquid week to week

The Premiums: In a calm market, 1% a week



Micron Technology (MU): The Company

•World leader in the technology of solid-state memory chips

•These chips go into mobile devices – i.e., tablets, phones, laptops, 
flash drives – and, increasingly, larger computers and servers

•Better technology means higher average selling prices (ASPs)



Micron Technology (MU) : Management



Micron Technology (MU): The Stock

•Forward P/E of 9 vs. 20-plus for S&P 500 

•Strong sequential revenue and profit growth not reflected in 
valuation

•80% of shares owned by institutions

•Comprehensive analyst coverage (sometimes not a good thing)



Micron Technology (MU): The Chart

•Traditional trading metrics are not relevant for us. What can they 
do for you for a 4- or 11- or 18-day trade on a grossly undervalued 
stock in a volatile market?

•Look to recent support levels -- in this case, the 20-day low

•Check to see if volume is coming in at bottoms and ceilings



$77.50

Volume spike Volume spike



Micron Technology (MU): The Chains, 
The Premiums

•Weeklies available

•Liquid week to week, easy to roll puts or calls

•Blow through our 0.5% threshold - 1.2% on Monday morning by selling 
the next strike

•More than 0.7% selling out-of-the-money puts midday Wednesday in a 
volatile market



Our Trade

•MU trading at $81.79 on Feb. 1

•We sold the MU Feb Monthly (2/18) 75 Put for $1.02

•1.4% potential rate of return in 18 days, or 28% annualized

•A conservative trade due to market conditions

•We can roll up if the stock stays above $80 and/or rises



Selling longer-term 
puts a tactic for the 
current market

Sell a put well out of the 
money

Accept lower rates of return 
(20% to 25% annualized)

Be prepared to roll the put 
up if the stock is stable or 
rises

Real world trends do not change with market 
conditions

Company fundamentals do not change with 
market conditions

Stock valuations often come down due to market 
conditions

Volatility and premiums increase when the market 
sells off

This slight change in the tactic of selling puts is the 
answer to volatile markets



An email this 
morning 

showed many 
members need 

guidance on 
managing this 

market

That said, this 
morning is not
a replacement
for the training 
material on the 

members' 
website



Moving On

In the next few minutes, I will discuss how to manage position in this 
kind of market.

Recent emails -- actually, emails over the past 10 years -- show confusion 
when we roll positions, especially calls.

Keep in mind, this is a brief primer.



The Approach
• Protect capital
• Focus on cash
• Generate consistent cash
• Do not take unnecessary losses
• Be disciplined



The Stocks
Market volatility does not change our approach:

• Trend and company
• Stock and charts
• Chains and premiums
• Goals and trades



Protecting Capital
Capital is the foundation of cash and income generation.

We do not take losses because of short-term volatility, 
because:
• Volatility is not risk
• Volatility is our friend



Generating Cash
Your approach should NOT be: "Did my portfolio gain 
today/ this week?" 

Our focus is:
• Cash and income
• Very high rates of return



What Are Our Goals?

Goal No. 1: Preserve capital

Goal No. 2: 25% annualized return or better for each trade

Goal No. 2: Consistency



Stocks We Trade

• The best in a trend
• The best in a sector
• When the charts are in our favor
• When the options are liquid and easy to trade
• When the premiums enable us hit our goals



Positions, Not Trades
Companies = stocks = positions

We manage positions, i.e., trades as part of a series

A focus on positions:
• Protects capital
• Generates more cash
• Generates higher returns



Core Stocks
Core stocks = long-term positions 

We are indifferent to assignment

A platform to generate cash every week

Hopefully, we will never exit the position



This Morning
• Closing early
• Accepting assignment
• Taking losses
• Rolling puts
• Rolling calls



Why We Close Early
• To avoid losses or rolling at a sub-par rate of return
• To increase our rates of return
• To free up capital
• "Extractors" focus on weekly/monthly cash 

performance
• "Re-investors" focus on position management



The Rate of Return Dynamic
• If you close a position early, the number of days in the trade 

decreases
• As the number of days in a trade decreases, the time multiple 

increases
• Absolute rate of return x time multiple = annualized rate of 

return
• This is critical when evaluating your use of capital for other 

opportunities



The Dynamics at Work
Let’s say you sell a 38 strike put expiring in 11 days for $0.85

• The absolute rate of return is 2.2%
• 2.2% divided by 11 days in trade = 0.2%
• 0.2% times 365 = 74% annualized rate of return



The Trade to Close
• Your potential annualized rate of return is 74%
• Six days later you close the position for $0.30
• Your absolute rate of return is $55 profit/38 strike = 1.4%
• 1.4% divided by 6 days in trade
• Your annualized rate of return is 88%
• What was your goal for this position?



When Goals Come Into Play
• Your portfolio must have goals
• Your positions must have goals
• Your trades must have goals
• What was your goal for this position?
• What is the goal for your portfolios - both cash and 

appreciation?



When to Close Early
• You have hit or exceeded your goals
• You are nearing your goals and are looking at other 

opportunities
• There is an upcoming event, i.e., an earnings announcement,

you wish to avoid
• There is an upcoming market event, i.e., a Fed meeting, you 

wish to avoid
• Something in your personal life



Do not be cash greedy - corrections can 
begin anytime, a CEO can resign anytime, 

a product recall can happen anytime



The Dynamic of Freeing Up Capital
• Evaluate opportunities every day, every week
• If we close "THIS," we can now open "THAT"
• Do the math - what is the rate of return for staying in a position 

versus the potential rate of a return in a new position
• How do we do this?



Closing a Call
• Closing calls involves a second calculation
• What cash profit do I have?
• What profit, if any, can I make by selling the shares?
• The calculation on when to close always assumes you 

are selling the shares



Your Call Position
• You paid $38.69 for a stock
• You sold a 40 call expiring in 18 days call for $0.51
• Cash rate of return if the call expires = 1.3%
• Annualized rate of return if call expires = 27%
• Absolute rate of return if called out = 4.8%
• Annualized rate of return if called out = 97%



Closing a Call
• You cost basis is $38.69 - $0.51 = $38.18
• Ten days into the trade the stock is now $41.21
• The call is selling for $1.40
• The cost to close is $38.18 + $1.40 = $39.58
• Profits = $41.21-39.58 = $1.63
• Absolute rate of return = 4.21%
• Annualized rate of return = 154%
• A no brainer



Accepting Assignment
• The put you sold is deep in the money
• This is part of a strategy of selling a core group of stocks
• You prefer to sell calls as potential rates of return are 

greater than selling puts



Wy Accept Shares

• Rolling should generate at least an 18% cash rate of return
• Accepting shares and selling calls provides a significantly 

higher cash rate of return on the value of your shares when a 
put is deep in the money

• Roll SONO 38 to 38 for one week, generate $.30 = very good
• Roll SONO 38 to 38 for one week and generate $.02 = time to 

accept shares



Keep it simple - how much cash will you 
generate rolling that put versus how much cash 
will you generate selling a call one to two strikes 

above the current share price



Next Steps
• If assigned shares, go to work
• Set a goal = do you want to make a profit or break even
• Set a goal = are you willing to take a small loss to free up 

capital
• Sell the best call, not a strike equal to your cost basis
• Repeat - sell the best call, not a strike equal to your cost 

basis
• And be prepared to roll your call forward



Being Called Away
• There are times to let those shares go
• You have a call now deep in the money
• If you have a profit, allow this to happen
• Foregone profit is NOT a loss!
• Take a breath and consider re-entering the position by 

selling a put
• And that is your math!



The Math
• You own a stock with a cost basis of $38.17
• You sold a 40 call
• The stock is now trading for $46
• Question - what can you pick up in appreciation by rolling 

the call to a higher strike
• Question - how much cash can you generate rolling to the 

same strike
• The key variable is time in the position



Time and Math
• Many members roll out many weeks - even months - to 

capture appreciation. Have they done the math?

• You want that $6

• You roll out one year months
• You pick up $.50 per month

• Simple calculation = $6 a year/40 = 15% annualized return

• Not a good trade



Accepting Losses
• Something I rarely do
• On average, 2-3 trades per 100 recommendations are 

closed at a loss
• We roll; we accept shares and roll; we roll again; we are 

investing in companies and monetizing their stocks week 
to week

• The proof this works?



Spring, 2019
• The market crashes, down 35%
• Across all my option selling services, more than 600 trades 

in 2019
• I take five losses - BA, DIS, AAL, DAL, UAL
• All in travel - the fundamentals have changed



What is Rolling?

• Buy back an open position, sell another
• Best to do as one order
• When you generate cash, you specify a net 

credit
• When you spend cash, you specify a net debit



Brokers Use The Term....



And, because we roll, 
we rarely take losses



In the average year, 100 trades, we 
take only 2-3 losses because we roll



Remember, we create and manage 
positions, not just trades



Do Not Forget
• Fundamentals 
• The company and the real world
• The stock - valuation
• The stock - charts
• The chains/the premiums = goals
• And....



Decision Time - The Stock

• When your goals change
• When your portfolio changes
• When fundamentals change
• When Wall Street's metrics change
• When the market changes



Rolling for Profit

• You can reduce goals for a transaction when you 
roll a put for profit, target the average for the rolled 
transactions together

• Keep that potential profit at or above minimum goal 
for a transaction unless...

• Accept lower rates of return the consistency of 
trading the familiar, i.e. chasing a stock



Rolling a Put for Profit

A roll producing large amounts of cash



Rolling to Avoid Assignment

• You do not want to be put shares 
• Primary goal is to avoid assignment
• Roll to buy time
• Roll to buy time and generate cash
• Roll to lower your strike price



Still an excellent rate of return

Rolling to Avoid Assignment



Cash Positive Roll

• You collect cash, you increase it when you roll
• Buy back a put for $2.45
• Sell a put for $4.60





Cash Neutral Roll

• You collect cash, you keep it when you roll
• Buy back a put for $2.45
• Sell a put for $2.46





Cash Negative Roll

• You collect cash, you spend some cash when you 
roll

• Buy back a put for $2.45
• Sell a put for $1.82





What is a Net Debit?
• Occasionally you close a put to avoid an event, i.e. 
earnings

• Occasionally you are assigned shares, sell calls 
and you are then called out below our cost basis

• We want to stay in the trade
• The paper loss is a net debit



The Net Debit
• Sell a 50 put for $.50

• Roll for $.30, cash in hand $.80

• Roll for $.35, cash in hand $1.15

• Earnings the following week, buy back the put for $1.50

• Your net debit is $.35

• After earnings, sell a put for $.55

• Cash in hand = $.20



Rolling Calls
• More complex than rolling puts
• First, a decision to accept shares
• Second, embracing your cost basis
• Third, NOT trading your cost basis
• Fourth, trading the CURRENT value of the position
• Appreciation or cash?



What is Cost Basis?
• It is not the cost of purchasing the shares
• It is the cost of the shares minus the cash you have 

collected
• Buy PFE at $44, sell a call for $.50 
• Your cost basis is $43.50
• Sell another call for $.65
• You new cost basis is $42.85
• And so on



When rolling calls the biggest source of confusion is 
selling a call with a strike price below your cost basis

Ignore the emotion

Sell the best call as if the roll is  
a new trade



When selling calls the value of the position is 
the current value of the shares, not your cost 

basis

When rolling calls the value of the shares is the 
strike price of the call you have sold and will sell 



And remember.....

Foregone profit is not a loss



Rolling Calls

• The same as with puts - cash positive, cash 
neutral, cash negative

• You should use cash negative rolls to capture 
appreciation if you see the stock stable or going up

• You should sell longer dated expiration dates to 
capture appreciation if you see the stock stable or 
going up



Appreciation = realized appreciation, 
not  potential appreciation



When a Call is Near/ITM

• As always, check charts, events, premiums
• How much cash vs how much appreciation
• Give back- spend cash - $.25-$.50 on the 

dollar for appreciation if other factors point to 
a rising stock



An ITM Call

You are “trading” $13 for $100 per contract



When a Call is OTM

• Primary focus is appreciation
• Same rules of thumb as in the money call
• Check charts, events, premiums
• How much cash vs how much appreciation
• Give back- spend cash - $.25-$.50 on the dollar 

for appreciation if other factors point to a rising 
stock



An OTM Call

You are netting $23 in cash + $100 in appreciation



Trading Cash for Appreciation
• If you trade cash for appreciation, never spend more than 

$.50 for each dollar of realized appreciation
• Not potential appreciation
• Stock at $50, cost basis $53.50
• You have sold the $48 call for $.50
• Buy back that call for $2.10
• Sell the $51.50 call for $1.60



Wait - What is the Rate of Return?
• You spent $1.60 to pick up $3.50 in one week
• The call is a 51.50 strike price
• Divided $1.90 into $48 - the value of the your shares is the 

value of the strike you had previously sold
• A great trade



Trading Time for Appreciation
• If you trade time for appreciation, be aware of events and 

calculate your rates of return
• Not potential appreciation
• Stock at $50, cost basis $53.50
• You have sold the $48 call for $.50
• Buy back that call for $2.10
• Sell the 52 call for $2.10 expiring in five weeks
• What is the math?



Calculating the Rate of Return?
• You picked up $4 in appreciation over a five week 
period

• Divide $4 into $48
• Absolute return is 8.33%
• Annualized return is 87%
• A great trade



Rolling Down - Calls
•You have a long term view of a stock and do not 
want to time the market 
•You sell a call
•The stock slips, you roll the call down
•The stock slips again you roll the call down 
again



Why Roll Down Calls?
• You like a company and stock for the long haul 
and plan to hold it through ups and downs

• You want to generate cash along the way
• You can sell well out of the money calls, protecting 
potential appreciation

• You can boost cash rates of return and overall 
rates of return over time



Rolling A Call Down



Rolling Down A Call
• Beyond Meat (BYND)
• Sell a distant call
• Stock at $115
• Sell the 2/21 135 call for $2.85
• A potential 40% rate of return if not called out
• A potential 256% rate of return if called out



• Stock trades down to $110, back to $115 by 2/7
• Buy back the 2/21 135 call for $2.05
• Sell the 2/21 130 call for $2.55
• Net cash of $3.40
• Potential rate of return is now 49%

Rolling Down A Call



• Stock trades down to $110, back to $115, upon to 
$118, down to $112 on 2/14

• Buy back the 2/21 130 call for $1.30
• Sell the 2/21 125 call for $1.75
• Net cash of $3.85
• Potential rate of return is now 55%

Rolling Down A Call



• Stock trades in the $112-$119 range all week
• Midday Tuesday the stock at $116, buy back the 
2/21 125 call, sell the 122

• Roll to the 120 on Wednesday
• Roll to the 118 on Thursday
• Net cash of three rolls = $1.01
• Net cash = $4.86

Rolling Down A Call



If You Are Not Called Out
• $486 per 100 shares
• An absolute return of 4.2%
• An annualized return of 70%
• Do it all over again - but - do not be in the stock 
earnings week

• And....



This Morning Is...
• No substitute for reviewing training materials
• No substitute for emailing with questions
• What is your focus? Your portfolio's value at the 
end of the week or the year?

• Is your focus cash or hitting a home run
• We think long term and trade very short term



The Bottom Line....
• We focus on capital preservation
• We focus on consistency
• We focus on a longer term set of goals
• We succeed, always have



DISCLAIMER: This is educational and informational content for buying stocks and selling options to generate income. Nothing presented in this coaching or 
training program is intended as, or should be construed to be, a recommendation to buy or sell any specific security. These are not recommendations. This 
information is provided for educational and informational purposes only. Use this information at your own risk. 

LIABILITY:  Readers agree to hold Traders Reserve, LLC completely harmless and free from liability of any kind as a result of using the techniques and 
strategies described herein.  This program and content is for educational and informational use only.  Use caution and seek the advice of an outside 
registered investment advisor. Prior to making any investment or trading decisions, reader agrees to exercise due diligence when it comes to making 
trading decisions and all information that has been provided herein should be independently verified.  You agree the Traders Reserve, LLC is not 
responsible in whole or in part for the outcome of your trading decisions.  There is no implied warranty for the fitness or suitability of this information for 
your use, and you expressly waive any liability or claim arising from such usage.

U.S. Government Required Disclaimer – Stock, options and futures trading is not appropriate for everyone.  There is a substantial risk of loss associated 
with trading these markets. Losses can and will occur. No system or methodology has ever been developed that can guarantee profits or ensure freedom 
from losses. No representation or implication is being made that using any of the Options Income Blueprint strategies or tactics, or the information in this 
website or accompanying material will generate profits or ensure freedom from losses. 

HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE 
RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, 
THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS 
LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE 
DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY 
TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.


